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Abstract
The study is important because there currently seems to be a gap in the literature, since most published research has
highlighted India’s overall GDP growth rates. Little academic research has been done on the importance and
performance of industrial sectors in a developing economy like that of India. The industrial sector there has
languished at around 16% of GDP, which is much less than that of China or of any other country at India’s stage of
economic development.
The neoliberal reforms of 1991 in India removed tariffs and barriers to foreign trade and investment. India reduced
the role of state and public sector, and dismantled controls, while increasing the role of the market and private sector
within the economy. As a result, foreign capital investment and foreign exchange reserves improved. However, job
expansion did not occur and there has been no corresponding decline in the share in agricultural employment. Even
the much heralded IT sector’s dramatic expansion over the last two decades has provided jobs directly to less than a
million people.
This study argues that it would be misleading to think that a large country like India could industrialise and
modernise its economy whilst the unequal distribution of land and rural assets, and the dismal performance of the
agricultural sector remains. This study concludes that more than two decades have passed since the neoliberal
reforms were launched, but industrial growth has still not witnessed rapid expansion, especially in manufacturing
areas. It seems, then, that neoliberal policies have failed to create jobs and thus improve the living conditions of a
significant proportion of the population.
Keywords: Indian economy, manufacturing sector, and economic liberalisation
1. Introduction
The global economy has witnessed tremendous changes over the course of the last few decades with the developed
countries having witnessed de-industrialisation i.e. the decline of the relative importance of manufacturing in terms
of output, revenue generation and employment.
For a heavily populated country such as India, the manufacturing sector still seems to be the only path which the
traditional economy can take in order to secure better living conditions for the people. Therefore, industrialisation is
seen as being crucial to transforming a backward economy with low productivity. By this, we do not mean to suggest
that the solution lies in the type of industrialisation that is likely to create environmental and ecological crisis.
However, a discussion concerning the type of industry lies outside the scope of this study.
The main purpose of this paper is to examine the growth and importance of the industrial sector in India. There
seems to be a gap in the literature because most research has chosen to highlight the overall GDP growth rates of the
Indian economy (Basu and Maertens, 2007; Srinivasan, 2005), but little has been written about the industrial sector’s
importance, performance and near stagnation in overall job creation since economic reforms were launched in 1991.
India’s industrial sector has languished at around 16% of GDP, which is much less than that of China or any other
country at India’s stage of economic development.
The balance of payments crisis in 1991 took place after nearly a decade of stable economic performance i.e. lower
inflation rates and some improvements in growth performance. In fact, these reforms had been preceded by
pro-business reforms and India had borrowed from the IMF after the second oil shock. Economic reforms continued
and by the mid-1980s further steps had been taken to de-regulate industry and trade. Economic liberalisation
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involves adopting more open trade and capital accounts policies. High output growth and very little or negligible
employment growth is a feature of the economy under neoliberal policies in India. Even stagnating or falling real
wages, along with falling wage shares have not moved towards increased labour demand in the manufacturing sector
(Nayyar, 2006).
India has moved from a mixed economy, despite the fact that the private sector was much larger than public sector,
but the government exercised a large degree of control via “license raj” to a less regulated and more open economy
with the private sector designed to play a more significant role than the public sector. India’s engagement with the
global economy has increased rapidly in recent decades. Despite all these stimuli, the options for industrialisation
began to be exhausted by the mid-1970s and the big industrialists saw that only collaborations and joint ventures,
along with the availability of foreign borrowing and foreign markets, could further their interests. In addition, some
high tech and IT companies found their interests lay with increased global market integration and gaining more
access to foreign technology to improve efficiency and productivity, and enhance their growth. All these domestic
changes led to the launching of neoliberal reforms, which began in the early 1980s and with major large-scale policy
change in 1991 (Siddiqui, 1991). Industries in India tend to be dominated by a large number of small enterprises and
a few large companies.
Since economic reforms in 1991, India has experienced rapid growth in the service sector without going through the
intermediate phase of a significant expansion of the manufacturing sector. The aims of the neoliberal policies
adopted in 1991 were mainly: to remove the capital control on production, prices and market forces to influence
investment and operational decisions; to allow international prices and market competition to influence economic
decisions; and to liberalise the financial sector and remove controls over the banking sector (such as reducing
state-directed credits and freeing the interest rates); and finally, to privatise public assets. Liberalisation of trade and
investment rules was relaxed in India in 1991 to attract foreign capital and investment, and it was hoped that such
changes would be able to attract relevant sectors to India from global value chain production, which increasingly
serve as a location for world market production; however, there had been little success to date (Nayyar, 2006).
Indian economic growth reveals that this growth is unbalanced in terms of sector i.e. for nearly a quarter of a century
services have grown much faster than other sectors in the economy. Growth in the industrial and agricultural sector,
which provides jobs for the majority of the work force, has been slower. Despite high growth rates annually of more
than 7%, developing economies such as India experienced a slight fall in their share of industry between 1998 and
2010. Their share of agriculture also continued to fall, while the service sector has expanded sharply since the early
1990s (Siddiqui, 2014a).
Despite experiencing faster economic growth for over two decades, this has not created enough opportunity for the
people working in agriculture to move out and find jobs in the industrial sector. This is because the industrial sector
in India has experienced slow growth in employment i.e. less than 1% per annum. This structurally uneven growth,
coupled with disproportionate policy and economic interventions, has led to the emergence of inter-sectoral
differences, marked by agrarian crisis and slow industrialisation (Siddiqui, 2014a).
In 2013, nearly 60% of total employment was still in the agricultural sector, with productivity levels which generated
incomes which were less than one-fifth of those in the rest of the economy (Economic Survey, 2014). Highly
productive agriculture cannot employ huge number of people. Therefore, the development of the manufacturing
sector is essential for productivity growth and for the realisation of learning by doing and increasing returns
associated with new processes and product differentiation.
Despite the rapid growth India has made since reforms, in terms of employment it still remains primarily an
agricultural economy, accounting for nearly two-thirds of total employment and a fifth of the country’s GDP.
Between 1983 and 1993, employment increased by more than 2% per annum. Then, from 1994 to 2006, the economy
grew faster but employment growth decreased to 1.8% per annum. Since 2006 matters have become worse in terms
of employment growth. Employment elasticity, which is a measure of the jobs that economic growth produces, had
been 0.44% between 1999 and 2005, while it declined to 0.01% for the period from 2005 to 2012 (Siddiqui, 2014a).
For a meaningful understanding of the performance of the industrial sector in India, we must look at historical
perspectives to compare this with past performance. According to the statistics, during the pre-reform period between
1950 and 1960, the growth rate in the industrial sector was 6.1% per annum, which declined to an average of 4.8%
between 1960 and 1980. However, it increased to 8.2% per annum between 1980 and 1990 (CSO, 2014). Despite
post-reform period (1992-2012), industrial growth increased to an average of around 7% for India, while this figure
was 11% for China for the same period per annum.
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This article is organised as following. Following the introduction to this topic in section I, section II is briefly
discusses the theoretical significance of the industrial sector. Section III analyses the relationship between agriculture
and the industrial sector whilst sections IV and V focus on industrial growth during the pre-and post-Independence
periods. Section VI then examines state vs. market policies, followed by a conclusion which summarises the
findings.
At present, the manufacturing sector contributes nearly 16% to India’s GDP, provides jobs to 10% of the country’s
total workforce and produces nearly 80% of its total merchandise exports. Although manufacturing sector is
relatively small in comparison to India’s whole economy, but this sector could play an important role in raising the
productivity and in its development efforts.
India’s policy makers have tended to focus largely on GDP growth and overlooked the fact that the economy needs
to create more jobs. When India has the largest number of young people of any country in the world, merely
providing them with education is not enough. We need to find the real constraints on the growth of enterprises.
Between 1900 and 1946, primary sector growth was 0.9%, while the secondary sector growth was only 1.1%
(Maddison, 1995). In contrast, from 1950 to 2013, the primary sector in India grew at an average of 2.2% per annum,
and the secondary sector at 5.3%. Looking at individual decades, growth in the secondary sector was 6.7% in
1980-1990, and while it slowed down somewhat in the post-reform period (1991-2013), the secondary sector still
grew at an average of 6% per annum (CSO, 2014). The past decades in India appear to have witnessed inadequate
diversification of India’s production structure away from agriculture and into manufacturing and somewhat
premature rapid diversification into the service sector, (Siddiqui, 2015a).
The methodology to be followed here is derived from the aims of the study and comparisons of international
statistics provide the main means of addressing the research questions and the objectives of this paper. Analysing
pre-existing secondary data is the only possible way to obtain macroeconomic data. These include data from official
sources and from international institutions such as the World Bank and UNCTAD.
2. Theoretical Significance
The term ‘industrialisation’ refers to the shift in the pattern of a country’s output and workforce towards industry.
The industrial sector becomes proportionally more import than the primary sector both in terms of employment and
revenue generation. Furthermore, industrialisation seems to be very important in order to achieve affluence. Past
experiences of developed countries suggest that to become prosperous a country needed to swing heavily towards
expansion of manufacturing (Patnaik, 1979; Raj, 1986).
According to Kaldor, industrialisation is a necessary stage of development, since it represents the development of
productive forces and technology. In the developing countries industrialisation can play an important role as it saves
foreign exchange by reducing imports and expanding employment opportunities; it lessens the burden on the
agricultural sector, and also raises the overall productivity in the economy. The successful experiences of the
industrialised countries also indicate that their success had been largely due to their strong manufacturing sector. As
Kaldor observes that “The kind of economic growth which involves the use of modern technologies, and which
eventuates in high real income per capita is inconceivable without industrialisation” (Kaldor, 1967:54).
The growth of industry appears to be very important to the economic growth and well-being of the population of
developing countries such as India. Kaldor (1967) identified what he considered to be the most critical issues in his
‘Laws of Economic Development’. He sees the wider impact of the manufacturing sector as follows: 1) Higher
growth in the manufacturing sectors could also lead to an increase in labour productivity; 2) Productivity in the
non-manufacturing sector increases as the manufacturing sector expands; 3) Manufacturing is an engine of growth,
not only because of higher productivity but also because of the external economies it generates, including forward
and backward linkages; 4) As the manufacturing sector expands it provides job opportunities for the surplus labour in
the agricultural sector, which ultimately reduces levels of unemployment and poverty (Kaldor, 1967). Job creation in
manufacturing is related to the rate of growth of the output or value added. This, in turn, is linked with the rate of
growth of wages relative to value added. Kalecki (1971) referred to the ‘mark-up price’ above the costs which the
producers are able to charge or to the ‘degree of monopoly’ in the market.
Industrialisation is important but the identity of the central actor driving the industrialisation process is also equally
important. Past experiences of a number of countries show that industrialisation is not merely an instrument of
economic growth but also has an in-built mechanism for distributing the costs and benefits of growth. However, it
seems that the opening up of domestic markets and free trade as strategies for industrialisation can be incompatible
with the circumstances, particularly for late-industrialising countries. For example, South Korea is characterised by
active state intervention in the economy and the accumulation process was sustained (Amsden, 2003). Protection for
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certain strategic industries by the state in South Korea was considered necessary in order to bring about a situation
where integration with the world economy would lead to the development of industries and expansion in
employment domestically.
During the last four decades, the rapid economic transformation of the East Asian countries has become the most
important development in the world economy. For instance, initially the development in Japan, then South Korea and
most recently in China has been the most spectacular and the most widely discussed (Siddiqui, 2009; Das, 2006).
However, proponents of ‘outward-looking’ industrialisation policy overlook the differences among the East Asian
countries that successfully followed this policy (Siddiqui, 2013). Japan and South Korea had almost no foreign direct
investment capital flows, while the economies of East Asian countries like Hong Kong, Singapore (Siddiqui, 2010)
and more recently, China, have been dominated by inflows of foreign capital (Sen, 2007).
Currently, China and India are among the fastest growing economies in the world. Despite the differences in the
performance of the industrial sectors in both countries, industry could have a vital role to play in improving the
economy, productivity and living conditions of their people. These two countries together constitute nearly 40% of
the world’s population. Therefore, what happens to China and India is of great importance to academics and policy
makers (Siddiqui, 2009).Manufacturing activities can be regarded as a critical engine of growth for the economy.
The development of the manufacturing sector is seen to be crucial in order to allow India to expand supply and
reduce the risk that the current growth spurt might not be sustainable because of supply side constraints (The
Economist, 2007).
3. Relationship between Agriculture and Industry
Industry and agriculture are closely inter-related, as the performance of one sector affects that of the other. The
agricultural sector provides raw materials for industries and also offers an important market for locally produced
manufacturing goods (Siddiqui, 2015a). Earlier discussion of the relationship between industrialisation and
agriculture by Prebisch, Lewis and others focused on agricultural growth as a very important stimulus towards rapid
industrialisation through transfer of savings. Lewis (1954) emphasised that the agricultural sector plays an important
role as a supplier of surplus to industry. He suggested that the supply of surplus from the agricultural sector and also
a constant supply of workers at low wages could be important factors towards industrial growth. Lewis (1954) argues
that: “Industrialisation is dependent upon agricultural improvement; it is not profitable to produce a growing volume
of manufactures unless agricultural production is growing simultaneously. This is also why industrial and agrarian
revolutions always go together. Economies in which, agriculture is stagnant do not show industrial development”
(Lewis, 1954:433).
Demand-side constraints and how these might impact on the demand for industrial product in the domestic market
was another major issue. Kaldor (1967) focused specifically on the demand-side problem of industrial growth.
According to him, the growth of agricultural surplus is an essential condition to raise the purchasing power necessary
for sustaining industrial growth. Kaldor suggests that to sustain industrialisation the terms of trade between these two
sectors should be in favour of agriculture. He further argues that agricultural productivity should be improved with
the help of technology to increase surplus and that would keep the food prices low, while increasing the demand for
industrial goods (Kaldor, 1967).
The Prebisch-Singer model emphasises that elasticity is generally greater for manufacturing than primary products.
Prior to industrialisation a country obviously had to resort to importing industrial goods and exporting primary goods.
Prebisch-Singer OR Prebisch and Singer also noted that the terms of trade in the past had often been against the
interests of primary producers, meaning that under such circumstances a country’s imports of industrial goods would
be limited by its export earnings (Siddiqui, 1998). Thus, the dependence on importing industrial goods and modern
technology would limit the possibilities of income growth. Under such circumstances, an import substitution policy
would help the country to relax these constraints by economising on the use of foreign exchange (Singer, 1987).
Moreover, the financing of the investment required by industries could be done by transferring funds from the
agricultural sector. The terms of trade were favourable in the agricultural sector in India, especially in the period
from the 1960s to the 1980s, but the outcome was that neither the industrial sector nor the rural poor benefitted from
this. The Indian government refused to tax rich farmers and large land owners to raise revenue. As a result, the rural
rich siphoned off most of the surplus, since they did not pay any direct taxation and deprived the rural poor by
undermining land reforms and not implementing minimum wages (Siddiqui, 2015a).
It appears that in the absence of significant improvement in the rates of growth in agriculture, in the near future there
will be greater willingness to use imports to dampen down rising prices and place constraints on the supply of raw
materials. K. N. Raj has commented: “Private consumers demand in a country such as India depends to a large extent
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[...] on how things go in the agricultural sector. If output and income in this sector are rising rapidly, consumer
demand for both agriculture and non-agricultural product can also be expected to increase rapidly, the latter being
even more than the former since higher proportions are generally spent on non-agricultural products as levels of
income rise (Raj, 1986: 225).
4. Industrialisation during the Colonial Period: 1757-1947
During the colonial period, modern industrial development in India was only carried out by the private sector
because state investment in the industrial sector was dismal (Siddiqui, 1996). Academics have already discussed the
19th century impact of the British rule on Indian industry, especially the decline of the indigenous handicraft
manufacturing sector (Dutt, 1902; Anstey, 1957; Thorner, 1962; Siddiqui, 1990). However, the neoclassical
economists choose to ignore past economic realities, failing to say anything about how a handful of metropolitan
countries controlled global resources and created a new international division of labour to further their economic and
strategic interests (Chang, 2010; Reinert, 2007; Siddiqui, 1990).
British rule in India lasted for nearly 200 years. In terms of policies, it could be divided into three phases. The
British’s own class forces changed which led to changes in policies in India. The first phase (1757-1813) could be
termed as the merchant capital period. During this period, merchants enjoyed monopoly trade between India and
Europe, dominated by the ‘East India Company’, a British trading company based in the City of London. During the
second phase (1813-1890), the trade monopoly of the ‘East India Company’ was abolished and policies in India were
enacted to promote British industrial capital. In the third phase (1890-1946) was led by the interest of the finance
capital and it was dominated by the export of capital from Britain to India for mining, tea plantations, railways etc.
During this period British investment in India was one-sided and did not stimulate overall industrial growth in India.
Moreover, vast funds were spent for unproductive purposes such as the military, colonial administration, etc. while
productive activity was confined largely to the extraction of raw materials. Even the banks and insurance companies
were developed to stimulate the production of raw materials (Siddiqui, 1990:65).
The primary method of surplus extraction in India was in the form of land revenue levies. Initially the East India
Company’s trade was based on the import of Indian piece goods (such as muslin and calico), spices, indigo and silk.
The trade was financed by the export of Treasury bullion from Britain. However, after the occupation of Bengal, the
Company gained ultimate control of resources beyond their wildest dreams which they were able to exploit without
having to pay but were able to sell at full price. This could be achieved by treating the entire revenue of India as
gross profit (Bagchi, 1976). As Habib (1984) argues, following the Plassey victory in 1757 i.e. occupation of Bengal:
“enormous individual fortunes were made, […] followed by a continuous extraction of wealth, through taxation,
monopoly and corruption” (Habib, 1984: 5).
The benefits that the industrialised countries derived from their colonial markets are ignored in neo-classical
arguments (Krueger, 1987). The Colonies provided markets, supplied raw materials and cheap labour. The economic
policies were formulated in the Colonies to suit the metropolis. For Britain, for example, the access to colonial
markets provided assured markets for their manufactured goods but at the same time British protectionism ensured
that Indian manufactured goods could not be sold into British markets (Siddiqui, 1990). The supply of cheap raw
materials from India minimised inflation in Britain. Until the end of the 19th century, nearly half of British exports
consisted of cotton textiles, destined chiefly for India and China, ironically at the same time that these two countries
were themselves experiencing de-industrialisation, massive unemployment and poverty (Siddiqui, 2009). The
international division of labour was created with the metropolis producing manufactured and exported high-end
goods while the Colonies served as a source of raw materials and primary commodities.
For the Colonies, the notion of ‘comparative advantage’ meant that they had to specialise in the production and
export of raw materials. In fact, the adoption of such policies led to the perpetuation of mass poverty and famine in
India for the whole of the 19th century and first half of the 20th. India proved to be useful to Britain as the surplus
extracted from this colony was used to settle its deficits with the other industrialised countries whose goods it had
imported. During the period from 1900 to 1946, India experienced near stagnation in per capita income, while GDP
growth was minimal. Maddison estimated that growth in national output was only 0.81% per annum, whereas growth
in per capita was dismal, being just 0.04% per annum (Maddison, 1995). In contrast to this, in the second half of the
20th century the annual growth in GDP was 4.2% and per capita income was 2.1%.
Thorner (1962) analysed the issue of the destruction of handicrafts in India. He defined de-industrialisation as either
a decline in the proportion of the working population engaged in the industrial sector or a decline in the proportion of
the total population dependent on the industrial sector. Thorner argues: “India’s national handicrafts have declined
sadly from their pristine glory. This falling-off, however, was not a phenomenon peculiar to India but a worldwide
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development affecting countries at different times. The ruin sooner or later of the old style craftsmen, was an integral
part of the Industrial Revolution as the coming of the factory system” (Thorner, 1962: 70).
However, it seems that such an argument ignores that industrial development in Britain as a colonising power and
India as a colonised country had taken place in different circumstances. For example, in Britain, the traditional
industries such as handicrafts faced destruction in the 19th century due to the rapid development of industries. People
lost jobs in the traditional industries but the jobs created in the modern industries were much higher than those which
were lost. However, the experience in the Colonies such as India was quite different. The British government used
protective measures not only during the early years of the Industrial Revolution but right the way through until the
1840s; however, no such protective measures were available for Indian industries. In India, handloom weaving and
hand-spinning constituted the largest handicraft industries, employing a large number of people. Therefore, their
destruction had a very depressive effect on the whole economy (Siddiqui, 1996; Bagchi, 1985; Habib, 1975). As
Bagchi (1976: 154) observes: “Within India herself, when de-industrialisation drove labourers to seek their living in
agriculture, they faced highly imperfect market, the most important complementary asset, land, being already
concentrated in the hands of landlords”.
The growth of the British textile industry practically wiped out India’s cotton goods markets in Britain, and even
began to seriously threaten Indian industries in their home markets. For instance, Britain’s textile goods exports rose
from 0.8 million yards in 1815 to 45,000 million yards in 1830; this increased again to 51.78 million yards in 1835
and had reached 100,000 million yards by 1839. Cotton twist increased from just 8 IBs in 1814 to 4.56 IBs in 1828
and 10.81 million IBs by 1839. In terms of monetary value, Britain’s total cotton exports to India amounted to £2.29
million in 1839 whilst cotton twist was another £0.64 million. But by 1855 these figures had risen to £5.40 million
and £1.27 million, while India’s manufactured cotton exports declined. For example, between 1794 and 1804 India’s
piece goods exports were £2.42 million per annum. Later, this figure fell sharply to £0.69 million by 1849 (Anstey,
1957; Dutt, 1902). Similar trends could be seen in other areas of Britain’s exports to Indian markets with iron bars,
machinery, bolts, cutlery, guns, and glasses all having rapidly increased. This led to the ‘de-industrialisation’ of India.
As Habib argues that “The urban decline, initiated by the diversion of surplus from the Indian ruling classes to the
Company, spread quite naturally wherever the East India Company’s sovereignty extended. It was compounded
many times over the urban unemployment by English manufacturers. This urban decline seems not only to have been
in relative terms (percentage of urban population to total), but in absolute terms as well” (Habib, 1975: 38).
The surplus was not invested domestically in India and did not create new jobs. As a result the Indian economy
became subservient rather than sovereign in terms of policy matters. The fruits of its labour were systematically
transferred to Britain or its new colonies of white settlers. Economic development was hampered by the removal of
‘surplus’, high land rents and tribute charges, and also by the destruction of the Indian capitalist class meaning that
they were unable to invest. A densely populated country like India was drawn into the orbit of exploitation in the
mid-18th century and later on, in the interest of British industry, India was utilised as a huge market for their products.
Moreover, as Bagchi (1985) argues: “Competition from the foreign cloth led to the unemployment among handloom
weaver, where wages declined” (Bagchi, 1985: 101). The huge increase in the cultivation of the opium, indigo, tea
and jute led to the decline of land available for the cultivation of food crops. As Bagchi notes about the changes in
the production structure that, “The trade in opium illustrates how advanced capitalist countries have in the past
moulded the production and consumption structure of the whole subcontinents and have impeded their progress”
(Bagchi, 1985: 102).
5. Industrial Performance from 1947 to 1990
On the eve of independence in 1947 modern large scale industries and mining contributed just 7% of India’s GDP,
while small scale industries accounted for 10% and the agricultural sector 49% and services and construction 34%.
Total employment in the industrial sector was just 2.9 million people, which amounted to less than 2% of the total
workforce. In contrast to this, the small industries employed a much higher proportion, some 7% of the workforce,
while nearly 72% of the Indian workforce was employed in agriculture; services including construction employed
18.7% of the total workforce. Cotton and jute were among the main modern industries established in the early 20th
century in India (Siddiqui, 1996).
In fact, even this lop-sided industrialisation that India had managed to achieve under colonial rule was closely linked
to British industrial and financial interest rather than sovereign industrial growth (Patnaik, 1979). The anti-colonial
struggle in India had a clear vision concerning the need for improvement in the material conditions of life of the
people. Post-independence India the state played an active role, which was seen as beneficial by the industrialists
who came up with ‘Bombay Plan’, which suggested that public investment was needed in key industrial sectors to
boost the economy. The policy was aimed at developing basic industries via government planning, while the bulk of
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the economy remained in the hands of private enterprises. India’s first Prime Minister, Nehru, was impressed with
Soviet economic planning and the USSR’s rapid capital intensive industrialisation. It was said that such strategy
posed a constraint on resources available for agricultural development. For example, government spending on
agriculture and irrigation decreased from 34.6% in the first Five-Year Plan to 17.5% in the second Five-Year Plan,
with investment in heavy industries being prioritised during this later period. The second Five-Year Plan in 1956 was
launched to build ‘heavy industries’, which was seen as being essential for the country’s long term industrial growth.
The “inward-looking” dirigiste economic strategy adopted in pre-reform period in India was seen as the most
suitable option by the ruling elites. Also known as the ‘import substitution’ strategy option the public sector was
expected to take a leading role in the development process. However, such policies were criticised by neoclassical
economists as inefficient, promoting delays and corruption (Srinivasan, 20005). The proponents of neo-liberal
reforms argue that: “Rather than adopting the classic Asian strategy −exporting labour-intensive low-priced
manufactured goods to the West− India has relied on its domestic market more than exports, consumption more than
investment, services more than industry, and high-tech more than low-skilled manufacturing” (Das, 2006:2).The aim
was to remove serious gaps in the production structure. Due to the long gestation period, private investors saw such
investments as high risk and also lacked funds (Patnaik, 1979).
On the other hand, the government was determined not to tax the rich. Therefore, for public sector investment
funding, the government relied on foreign aid, deficit financing and indirect taxation. As a result, for example, the
share of indirect taxes to the total tax revenue increased from 61.9% in 1955 to 70.7% in 1966. Both indirect taxes
and deficit financing were regressive, meaning that they had a dampening effect on income for the majority of people.
As a result, the domestic market for mass consumer goods did not increase. Hence, further initiatives for investment
and industrialisation by private investors were undermined (Raj, 1986).
Between 1951 and 1965, the annual average industrial growth was 7%, which was much higher than anything that
had been seen in the past. There was also a notable shift as the importance of traditional industries such as jute and
cotton declined, while modern industries such as machinery, engineering, chemicals, rubber, pharmaceuticals, power
and steel became more important. However, the industrial growth also coincided with huge increments in foreign
debts and foreign aid, which meant that industrialisation in India was not financially self-reliant. Moreover, Indian
industries did not allocate much money for research and development, which resulted in increased reliance on
imported technology and foreign corporations. Although pre-reform industrialisation in India was impressive in
terms of growth, it failed to make any dent on growing unemployment (Raj, 1986).
Industrial stagnation marked the period from the mid-1960s to the end of the 1970s. Then in the early 1980s, the
government took various measures to promote businesses and as a result the economy grew faster in comparison to
previous decades, but the country relied heavily on foreign borrowings. The fiscal deficit and foreign debts had
increased to high levels by the end of the 1980s. As a result, the debt service ratio had become untenable.
6. Economic Reforms of 1991 and Industrial Growth
In 1991, the Gulf War added to the fiscal crisis and a further crisis was just waiting to happen. The Congress
government decided to accept an IMF loan and under the Finance Minister, Manmohan Singh, it began to implement
neoliberal economic reforms. As a result, industrial licensing was discarded and import tariff rates were sharply
reduced. The IMF and World Bank supported neoliberal reforms since the role of the state in the economy would be
very limited. The product markets were liberalised and there was also a shift from ‘import substitution’ to
‘export-oriented’ policies (Bhaduri, 1993). During the early 1990s, the Indian economy rapidly opened up. It seems
that this was done not only to enforce a cost discipline on the supply side through foreign competition, but also to
narrow the differences between domestic and international prices.
The key question arises: What has happened to industrial growth since the economic reforms were undertaken in
1991 in India? After two years of negative growth, growth rates began to increase in 1994. The annual growth rate in
the manufacturing sector was 6.4%, which was lower than that during the 1980s, namely 8.2%. In manufacturing,
various industries behaved differently. For instance, consumer durable goods continued to grow fastest but the
capital goods industry suffered most. As a result, the annual growth rate of electrical goods declined by nearly 6.7%
between 1991 and 1999. This was not due to a fall in the investment rate but because of increasing import
competition, as tariff on imports were substantially reduced during this period.
India’s foreign exchange balance started to rise from a very low level in 1991, when the economy was at very critical
level. Exports have risen, especially in software and information-related technology. Exports as a percentage of GDP
exceeded 10% for the first time in 1992 and then remained at around 19%. There was success in both the software
and the pharmaceuticals sector and Indian corporations also invested overseas in buying international companies.
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Since 2007, a number of Indian companies (such as Tata, Hindalco etc.) went for acquisition in the United States and
various European countries on the strength of massive foreign currency loans at low costs.
Panagariya (2004) argues that the surge in industrial growth in India which took place in the 1980s could not be
attributed entirely to the economic reforms of 1991. The 1980s industrial policies could not be sustained over a
longer period, as they relied on huge deficit financing and excessive foreign borrowings. According to Basu and
Maertens (2007) argue that, “If India wants to sustain and raise even higher its current growth, the main bottlenecks
in the Indian economy will need to be addressed. These are infrastructuressuch as roads, expensive freight rates,
power supply, ports and airports, labour and bankruptcy regulations, and the high level of corruption” (Basu and
Maertens, 2007: 164).
With regard to the comparison between the manufacturing sector performance in the pre-and post-reform period,
Nagaraj (2006) noted: “The growth rates for the period before reforms (1980-81 and 1991-92) are 7.4% and 7.6%
per year respectively[...] However, there are no statistically significant changes in the trend growth rate of the
registered manufacturing GDP after reforms” (Nagaraj, 2006: 180).
The Economic Survey 2014 states that growth is the prerequisite for achieving several economic objectives including
economic development, industrialisation and improving the living conditions of ordinary people. Prior to economic
liberalisation, domestic savings were mobilised and invested in the public sector, which relied on domestic markets.
But since the adoption of economic reforms, hopes have been pinned upon foreign capital and MNCs to achieve
modernisation and productivity growth. However, growing trade deficits in the manufacturing sector clearly show
that the manufacturing sector is losing its competitiveness across the range of medium- to high-tech goods.
Manufacturing of this kind accounted for only 15% of India’s export earnings in 2010 as against a corresponding
figure of 50% for China (UNCTAD, 2013: 173) whilst resource- and knowledge-based exports account for 25% of
India’s total export earnings.
In terms of ownership, industries in India have been largely owned and controlled by families as monopolies rather
than having to face a competitive environment. These family-owned big businesses had long been operating in a
non-competitive environment.
It has been claimed that an increase in the rate of investment necessarily increases the rate of growth of aggregate
supply of goods and services (Srinivasan, 2005). But if there is no mechanism in the economy which can generate a
corresponding and equivalent growth in aggregate demand, then an increase in the rate of growth in the economy
would lead to an increase in unsold goods and services. The intersectoral shift in the workforce from agriculture to
manufacturing slowed down during the period 1990 to 1997 and labour productivity in the non-agricultural sector
(including manufacturing and services) was nearly four times that in agriculture. It clearly means that this slow-down
in the transformation of the workforce implies an immense loss in productivity gains. To regain this loss of
momentum in workforce transformation and to ensure better utilisation of surplus labour is crucial, lying at the heart
of equity growth in a large agrarian country such as India.
India’s experience over the past few decades indicates that corporations are out to make profits by cutting costs,
especially the cost of labour. They create more output per worker but not much employment. For example, Tata Steel
in Jamshedpur increased its annual production five-fold from 1 million to 5 million tonnes between 1991 and 2006,
but at the same time it reduced its workforce from 85,000 to 44,000. Similarly, India’s record of employment
generation has been dismal for over two decades under neoliberal reforms. Despite an annual GDP growth rate of
over 7%, growth in employment has been less than 1%.
Moreover, it was expected that an open economy would lead to the availability of cheaper capital goods and
machinery, and ultimately would result in the expansion of labour intensive industries, but this did not happen. The
crucial point is whether the neoclassical model provides an adequate framework to understand the development
process of a huge agrarian country such as India. As Bhaduri argues that, “In the presence of substantially
under-utilised labour, an extensive growth strategy may still form an essential element in the early phase of
development process [...] indeed there is something strange about so much attention being paid to ‘efficient
allocation of resources’ and the price mechanism while ignoring the blatant inefficiency of massive
under-employment” (Bhaduri, 1993: 11).
The neoclassical model pretends that the benefits of higher growth ‘trickle down’ to the poor. However, not only is
this proposition empirically dubious but the time period for this to happen remains unspecified. It seems increasingly
clear that the government views its role as being that of promoting the corporate sector rather than regulating
between businesses and the people.
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It seems th
hat the current vision is not even pro-mark
ket, but blatant
ntly pro-corporrate sector. Of course, markeets and
corporation
ns are importan
nt, but underesstimating the ro
ole of governm
ment as neoclasssical economiists suggest woould be
troublesom
me (Srinivasan, 2005). The role of governmeent is to reconccile the demannds of various bbusiness sectorrs with
those of th
he rest of sociiety. In fact, th
he industrialised countries aadvanced in teechnology andd productivity not by
means of th
he pursuit of frree-market and
d neoliberal pollicies as neoclaassical econom
mists claim, butt by conscious policy
efforts to promote
p
their bu
usinesses and strategic
s
intereests (Bhaduri, 11993).
Some Indiaan companies welcomed
w
foreeign capital an
nd technology. The IT sector which is highly competitivee found
their intereests would be better
b
served by
y closer cooperration with gloobal markets. S
Some small andd medium enteerprises
also welcom
med this as theey found thatth
he foreign tech
hnologies, capiital and busineess organisation in addition tto joint
ventures with
w foreign com
mpanies would
d help them to
o compete withh domestic moonopolies. For example, incrreasing
the foreign
n equity limit in
n Indian teleco
ommunicationss was supportedd by Bharti Ennterprises, as itt helped the com
mpany
to enter intto a successfu
ul partnership with
w Signtel, Warburg
W
Pincuus and other ooverseas compaanies. India’s largest
companies also found neew opportunitiees to enter the global markett. For examplee, Tata valued at US$ 70 billlion in
2012, has transformed
t
itsself into an Ind
dian multinatio
onal company.. Its global salles for 2010 reepresented morre than
two-third of
o its total saless and one-third
d of its total em
mployees work outside India.
New indusstrial policies were
w
designed along the linees of pro-markket reforms, inn order to givee huge subsidiies and
concession
ns to the corporrate sector, inccluding foreign
n investors, ratther than raisinng income andd employment for the
poor in Ind
dia (Siddiqui, 2014b). The government haas not paid m
much attention in recent decaades to demannd-side
constraints, mainly focu
using on sup
pply-side consstraints to altter the slow rate of induustrialisation oon the
recommend
dations of the IMF
I
and World
d Bank (World
d Bank, 2006).
We should not ignore thee changing natu
ure of the comp
position of both
th Indian and fo
foreign marketss. The reasons for the
slow grow
wth of industriees could also explain lack of job creatioon. The sectorral shift in favvour of services and
economic liberalisation
l
means
m
the furth
her opening up
p of Indian maarkets has led tto the increasee in imports off goods
especially for the richer sections of so
ociety. Increassed reliance onn exports wouuld mean Indiaan industries hhave to
produce go
oods that are in
i demand on the world maarket, manufacctured using m
modern technology, which iss often
labour-saviing. Increasing
g reliance on MNCs,
M
which employ
e
capitall saving technnology and highh import intennsity of
domestic manufacturing,
m
reduces the em
mployment elassticity of growt
wth.
On the queestion of inter--sectoral growtth rates, as Fig
gure 1 shows, growth rates inn the non- agrricultural sectoor were
faster than those in the agricultural sector between 19
997 and 2011. However, witthin the non-aggricultural secttor, the
service secctor has been growing
g
much faster than thee manufacturinng sector. In 20008, the manuffacturing sectoor grew
at higher raates, but again
n declined by nearly
n
half in 2008,
2
slightly recovering in 2010, but thenn decreasing aggain to
just 4% in 2011.
2

manufacturing vs. non-manuffacturing
Figure 1. Secctoral growth raates in the Indiian economy: m
Source: Ecconomic Surveyy, 2014;Govern
nment of India,, www.indiastaats.com
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Table 1. Sttructure of the economy
e
(% of GDP)

ness, value of exports
e
and imp
ports and % shhares of GDP aand of domesticc output (1990, 2000,
Table 2. Deegree of openn
2010 millio
on dollars)
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Figure 2. Ind
dia and China GDP
G
percapitaa, 1970-2010 (iin US $)
Table 1 sh
hows the structture of the eco
onomy in both India and Chiina from 19900 to 2010. Induustries contribuuted to
26.9% to th
he GDP in Indiia in 1990, whiich slightly decclined to 26.2%
% in 2000 whillst in 2010, it roose slightly to 26.3%.
In contrastt to this, Chinaa’s industrial sector contributtion was higheer than that off India i.e. 41.33% in 1990, stteadily
rising to 45.9% and 46.8
8% in 2000 an
nd 2010. In the case of the manufacturingg sector, the peercentage of G
GDP is
almost dou
uble in China as
a compared to
o that of Indiaa (see Table 1)). Although exxports of manuufactured goodds have
risen in botth countries beetween 1990 an
nd 2010, the raate of this incrrease was muchh faster in Chiina than in Inddia (see
Table 2). Such
S
differencees in the perform
mance of per capita
c
GDP term
ms could also be found. As F
Figure 1 showss, since
1990 Chinaa has witnesseed a sharp rise in GDP per caapita, while inn India this wass more modestt (also see Figgure 2).
This was laargely due to th
he dramatic ex
xpansion of thee industrial secctor and exportts, while India failed to witneess any
similar rapid expansion in
n its industrial sector. At pressent, India’s m
manufacturing ssector accountss for 16% of thhe GDP
and it emplloys about 1% of the total wo
orkforce. Durin
ng the period 11990 to 2000 tthe annual grow
wth of this secttor has
been 6.8%,, while for the same period China’s
C
manuffacturing sectorr witnessed doouble digit grow
wth of 12.8%, which
is nearly do
ouble that of In
ndia.
Here it is important
i
to lo
ook at the indu
ustrial sectors’ contribution tto GDP in othher developing countries suchh as in
1960 indusstries contributed 37% of the GDP in Brazill, 45% in Chinna, 19% in Indiia, 25% in Souuth Korea and 119% in
Malaysia (Siddiqui, 2012
2b). By 1985, the figures weere: 45% in Brrazil, 43% in C
China, 26% in India, 39% inn South
Korea, and
d 39% in Malay
ysia. In 2010, industrial GDP
P represented 228% in Brazil,, 47% in Chinaa, 27% in Indiaa, 39%
in South Korea and 44% in Malaysia.
7. State vs. Market in Fo
ostering Indusstrialisation
i industrial po
olicy between tthe role of statte and market. The developm
ment of
It is importtant to examine the choices in
modern ind
dustries has beeen subject to debate among
g academics annd policy makkers, concerninng whether inddustrial
strategy sh
hould be based
d on ‘import-su
ubstitution’ or ‘export-led grrowth’. In the nneoclassical m
model, the role of the
state should be minimal, whilst greaterr reliance is pllaced on “marrket forces” (B
Basu and Maerrtens, 2007; Krrueger,
1987). Thee neo-classical economists ad
dvocate for thee minimal role of the state inn the developm
ment of the inddustrial
sector and they largely fo
ocus on ‘gettin
ng the price rig
ght’ (Krueger, 1987). Such arrguments run iinto difficultiess when
there is virrtually no past evidence to su
upport this mod
del of developm
ment. Successfful industrialissation in the paast was
always carrried out with
h active state intervention whenever
w
it w
was seen necesssary in orderr to achieve suuitable
outcomes (Reinert,
(
2007)).
However, historical expeerience for deeveloped countries clearly sshows us that state intervenntion is importtant to
promote in
ndustrialisation
n. For examplee, in the 19th century
c
the Unnited States hhad extensive ppolicies in favvour of
protectionism. Britain alsso adopted prottectionist meassures and used state interventtion to promotee its industrial sector.
In the 18th century Britissh policy was characterised by heavy tari ffs to protect its domestic inndustries againnst the
onslaught of
o cheap foreig
gn goods. Britaain had heavy tariffs from 17775 onwards, w
which continueed for a centurry. The
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British government levied export duties, which made raw wool more expensive to foreign producers; at the same
time it provided tax exemption and monopolies to those who established themselves as wool manufacturers. This
continued for nearly a century, followed by a ban on all export of woollen cloth from Ireland from 1699 onwards.
The suppression of Ireland’s domestic woollen industry was seen as necessary in order to build wool manufacturing
in England (Girdner and Siddiqui, 2008). The Western countries who today support the free market, in the past saw
the active role of the state as essential to achieving desired levels of growth and building a strong industrial sector
(Chang, 2010).
Thus, historical evidence concerning successful industrialisation confirms that building an industrial base in the
developing countries would require state support, which would also put a limit on imports ((Siddiqui, 2012a).
Otherwise the nation in question would be trapped into focusing on exports of raw material and low value products
as is the case for the majority of the developing countries, a sector that is characterised by diminishing returns and
often over-supply and negative terms of trade. In a broader historical context, Rist argues that, “The historical
conditions that would explain the ‘lead’ of some countries over others cannot enter into the argument, since the ‘laws
of development’ are supposedly the same for all, and ‘win their way through with iron necessity’ [...] this bracket out
the effects of conquest, colonisation, the slave trade, the dismantling of craft production in India, the breaking of
social structures, and so on” (Rist, 2009:75).
Therefore, discussion of past experiences is important. In order to achieve industrialisation, the question arises
whether reliance should be made on state intervention or market forces in the economy. The Prebisch-Singer model
argues that government intervention is seen as crucial for successful industrialisation since according to them this
would lead to diversification of the economy and output. This is considered a necessary prerequisite for affluence. As
a consequence, not only failed to diversify their economy but also unable to draw people away from agriculture into
expanding manufacturing sector flourished. Higher growth in the manufacturing sector could lead to higher
productivity not only in agriculture but also other industries as well. It has been argued that negative trends in terms
of trade acts as an impediment to the economic progress of the developing countries (Singer, 1987).
However, the past experiences of Brazil, China, India and Mexico tell us that the ‘import substitution’ policy ran into
difficulties after some time (Siddiqui, 2015b) This was due to a number of reasons like in the name of protection of
domestic markets: inefficiency, rent-seeking, and wastefulness of resources flourished. Local producers turned into
monopolies and thus were able to charge higher prices than imported prices.
8. Concluding Remarks
If we consider the 20th century as a whole then the key turning point in terms of industrial development came in 1950,
soon after India’s independence, not in 1991 as is often portrayed. However, it is true that India has proved unable to
transform high growth over economic development and general improvement in living conditions for ordinary
people. In the 1970s, the perception was that India’s industrial policies were wrong, mainly due to two reasons: the
slowdown in growth rates and the persistent success of East Asian economies in terms of both higher growth rates
and improvements in living conditions.
It was said that the ‘import substitution’ strategy to protect domestic industries led to high costs, inefficiency and low
growth in the economy. Further it is argued that such policies stifled competition, build ‘licence raj’ and suffocated
entrepreneurship and undermined initiative in the private sector.
The neoliberal reforms of 1991 in India removed tariffs and barriers to foreign trade and investment. They reduced
the role of the state and public sector, and dismantled controls, while increasing the role of the market and the private
sector in the economy. As a result, foreign capital investment and foreign exchange reserves have improved.
However, job expansion has not taken place and there has been no corresponding decline in the share of agricultural
employment. Even the much heralded IT sector’s dramatic expansion for the last two decades provided jobs directly
to less than a million people.
There has often been talk in recent years of making India a base for labour intensive manufacturing, as Chinese
wages are rising. It would be misleading to think a large country like India could industrialise and modernise its
economy with the existing unequal distribution of land and rural assets, with such low investment on education and
health sector.
Finally, since 1991 there have been considerable shifts in economic policy towards a greater reliance on market
forces and a more limited degree of government intervention in the economy. However, it is evident that largely
relying on market-based growth cannot meet the severe challenges India is currently facing, most notably from
persistent economic and social deprivation. This study has found that more than two decades have passed since the
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neoliberal reforms were launched, but industrial growth has still not witnessed rapid expansion, especially in
manufacturing areas. And it seems that neoliberal policies have failed to create jobs and thus improve the living
conditions of significant proportion of the population, which will most likely impose ever greater constraints on the
economic growth itself. Therefore, to combat these problems certainly requires effective government policy
intervention, especially in areas such as education and health sectors, which could ultimately have very positive
effects on industrial growth and productivity.
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